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CLIENT NOTICEHays Travel // Glasgow, Gordon Street
All dimensions are shown in mm

NOTE // Please by aware that you will be responsible for installing a fuse spur to provide power to an illuminated sign.

Please thoroughly check the provided proof artwork. It is your full responsibility to ensure that all content is correct in the final art. Any changes or error correction after sign off and acceptance of art files are billable and
may affect the production schedule and costs. We have compiled a few pointers to aid in sign off: Text (accuracy and completeness of content with latest changes in place), text styling and colour, design and layout,
sizes, photographs and page graphics (colour, cropping, positioning, accuracy, retouching). If vehicle livery check correct model, year and spec has been used. Please note that final print colours may differ slightly due
to certain materials finishes. Also please be aware that although every effort is made to show correct scaling in our visuals, these are not always exact and actual sizes should always be referred to.

ITEM A // HALO ILLUMINATED LETTERS & SWOOSH

HALO ILLUMINATED LETTERS & SWOOSH - 3400mm  BLACK FASCIA
1No fascia panel, 5685mm x 1000mm x 50mm deep, cut and folded from 3mm thick aluminium, shadow gap to top, reverse 
fitted angle rail to bottom, suitably jointed. Panel finished satin black RAL9005 and fitted to the face with 1 set of individually fixed 
halo illuminated metal letters and swoosh, 3400mm x 600mm.
Letters/Swoosh faces cut from 3mm thick aluminium, and 60mm deep returns to be fabricated from 2mm thick aluminium, 
complete with 5mm opal acrylic back trays. Letters & swoosh to be wet sprayed RAL 9005 Black satin to face & returns with 
faces being further applied with White and Orange vinyl in latest Pantone references to leave black keyline. Back trays to be 
further fitted with LED’s and suitable transformers. Backing panel applied with matt white vinyl text behind the letters and swoosh 
for the LED modules to illuminate. 
Sign delivered to site with engineers and installed in position onto a suitable background outside of normal working hours.
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